REVISION 6

A. Vocabulary :
Words in context “FESTIVAL DAY” : concert ; drums ; instruments ; violin ;
audience ; recorder ; cheer ; stage ; gong ; boom ; rhythm....

B. Grammar :
Revision : simple present ; simple past ; present progressive tense...

C. Exercise :

I. Read and write the words :

a. You can go to this place to see things from the past.
........................................
b. These animals lived on Earth 46 million years ago.
........................................
c. A loud noise that some animals make.
........................................
d. Something that makes you scared is this.
........................................
e. People make these to show you what something looks like.
........................................
f. You make this noise when you are scared.
........................................

II. Read and choose the best answers :

1. Where do Helen and Sam ................................. ?
   A.living            B.live             C.lives            D.is living
2. My sister ................................. in a restaurant in New York at present.
   A.works             B.is working       C.working          D.work
3. Are Peter and Tony ___________________________ for their school bus at the moment?
   A. wait  B. waits  C. waiting  D. are waiting

4. Helen and Mike ___________________________ to the movie now.
   A. go  B. going  C. goes  D. are going

5. Does Jack ___________________________ Vietnamese fluently?
   A. speaking  B. speaks  C. is speaking  D. speak

6. What do you ___________________________ on the weekend, Sam?
   A. doing  B. does  C. do  D. are doing

7. Maria often ___________________________ 30 minutes a day in the park near her house.
   A. is jogging  B. jogs  C. walking  D. walk

8. She ___________________________ a big lunch with her family at present.
   A. have  B. has  C. is having  D. having

9. How many letters do you and partners ___________________________ every day?
   A. copying  B. copy  C. copies  D. are copying

10. Adam ___________________________ for another job now. His old job is very boring.
    A. looks  B. look  C. looking  D. is looking

III. Read the conversation and choose the best answer. Write a letter (A _ H) for each answer. You do not need to use all the letters:

Tracy: Hello. Can I speak to Alex?

Alex: ___________________________

Tracy: Hi. This is Tracy.

Alex: ___________________________

Tracy: Oh, I’m just watching TV. What are you doing?

Alex: ___________________________

Tracy: What are you cooking?

Alex: ___________________________

Tracy: It sounds delicious.
Alex: ........................................

Tracy: Oh, I’d love to. Thanks. Are you cooking with anyone else?

Alex: ........................................

Tracy: OK. I’ll be there at 7, too.

Alex: ........................................

A. Hi, Tracy. What are you doing?
B. I’m baking some potatoes, boiling some carrots and grilling a steak.
C. OK. See you then. Bye.
D. Yes, my mom. Mary and Jack are also coming. They are arriving at 7.
E. This is Alex. Who is speaking?
F. Yes, I do.
G. Well, I’m cooking dinner.
H. Would you like to have dinner with my family?

IV. Ask and answer:

1. What do you usually eat for breakfast?
2. What is your favorite meal?
3. Do you go to restaurants with your family?
4. Where do you have your lunch?
5. What time do you have dinner?
6. What’s your favorite drink?
7. Who cooks in your family?
8. What can you cook?

V. Riddle:

Which 4 letters would frighten a thief?
I. Read and write the words:

a. You can go to this place to see things from the past. ...museum
b. These animals lived on Earth 46 million years ago. ...dinosaurs
c. A loud noise that some animals make. ...roar
d. Something that makes you scared is this. ...scary
e. People make these to show you what something looks like. ...models
f. You make this noise when you are scared. ...scream

II. Read and choose the best answers:

11. Where do Helen and Sam ...B.?
   A. living       B. live       C. lives       D. is living
12. My sister ...B.in a restaurant in New York at present.
   A. works       B. is working    C. working    D. work
13. Are Peter and Tony ...C. for their school bus at the moment?
   A. wait       B. waits       C. waiting     D. are waiting
14. Helen and Mike ...D.to the movie now.
   A. go         B. going       C. goes        D. are going
15. Does Jack ...D.Vietnamese fluently?
   A. speaking    B. speaks      C. is speaking  D. speak
16. What do you ...C.on the weekend, Sam?
   A. doing      B. does       C. do         D. are doing
17. Maria often ...B.30 minutes a day in the park near her house.
   A. is jogging  B. jogs      C. walking    D. walk
18. She ...C. a big lunch with her family at present.
   A. have      B. has       C. is having   D. having
19. How many letters do you and partners ...B.every day?
   A. copying  B. copy       C. copies     D. are copying
20. Adam ...D. for another job now. His old job is very boring.
   A. looks    B. look       C. looking    D. is looking
III. Read the conversation and choose the best answer. Write a letter (A _ H) for each answer. You do not need to use all the letters:

Tracy : Hello. Can I speak to Alex?
Alex : ..........................................................
Tracy : Hi. This is Tracy.
Alex : ..........................................................
Tracy : Oh, I'm just watching TV. What are you doing?
Alex : ..........................................................
Tracy : What are you cooking?
Alex : ..........................................................
Tracy : It sounds delicious.
Alex : ..........................................................
Tracy : Oh, I'd love to. Thanks. Are you cooking with anyone else?
Alex : ..........................................................
Tracy : OK. I'll be there at 7, too.
Alex : ..........................................................

I. Hi, Tracy. What are you doing?
J. I'm baking some potatoes, boiling some carrots and grilling a steak.
K. OK. See you then. Bye.
L. Yes, my mom. Mary and Jack are also coming. They are arriving at 7.
M. This is Alex. Who is speaking?
N. Yes, I do.
O. Well, I'm cooking dinner.
P. Would you like to have dinner with my family?